
Sirs/Mesdames: 

l\.epublit of t{Jt .t){Jilippintj 

. ~upreme <!Court 
:fflauila 

TIDRD DIVISION 

NOTICE 

Please take notice that the Court, Third Division, issued a Resolution 

dated April 20, 2022, which reads as follows: 

"G.R. No. 255058 (People of the Philippines, plaintiff-appellee v. 
Jay Fortaleza y Ladringan, accused-appellant). -

The Case 

This appeal assails the Decision1 dated September 26, 2019 of the 
Court of Appeals in CA-G.R. CR-HC No. 11251, affirming the conviction 
of appellant Jay Fortaleza y Ladringan (Fortaleza) for violations of Sections 
5 and 11, Article II of Republic Act (RA) No. 9165.2 

The Proceedings Before the Trial Court 

The Charges 

In Criminal Case No. 448-2015, Fortaleza was charged with violation of 
Section 5, Article II of RA 9165 (illegal sale of dangerous drugs), viz.: 

That on or about the 13th day of July 2015, at about 9:15 in the 
evening, at Barangay Nagbunga, in the Municipality of San Marcelino, 
Province of Zambales, Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this 
Honorable Court, the said accused, did then and there willfully, unlawfully, 
and feloniously, without a.'ly lawful authority, give away, trade, deliver and 
sell to a poseur buyer, one (1) heat-sealed transparent plastic sachet (with 
markings "LPP-B" "NA-I"), containing 0.098 gram ofMethamphetamine 
Hydrochloride, otherwise kno,vn as "shabu", a dangerous drug, for one (1) 
piece of Five Hundred Peso bill (with Serial Number AE707130), 
Philippine currency (Php 500.00) marked money. 

1 Penned by Associate Justice Mariflor P. Punzalan Castillo, with the concurrence of Associate Justices 
Myra V. Garcia-Fernandez and Perpetua Susana T. Atal-Paiio, rollo, pp. 4-22. 

2 Otherwise knO\<m as the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002. 
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CONTRARY TO LA W.3 

In Criminal Case No. 449-2015, Fortaleza was further charged 
with violation of Section 11, Article II of RA 9165 (illegal possession of 
dangerous drugs), viz. : 

That on or about the 13th day of July 2015, at about 9:15 in the 
evening, at Barangay Nagbunga, in the Municipality of San Marcelino, 
Province of Zambales, Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of 
this Honorable Court, the said accused, did then and there willfully, 
unlawfully, and feloniously, have in his possession, custody and control 
one (1) heat[-Jsealed transparent plastic sachet (with markings "LPP-2" 
"N A-2"D], containing 0.115 gram of Methamphetamine hydrochloride 
(shabu), a dangerous drug, without any legal authority, permit nor 
prescription to possess the same from the appropriate agency. 

CONTRARYTOLAW.4 

On arraignment, Fortaleza pleaded not guilty to both 
charges.5 

During trial, 6 the parties stipulated on the testimonies of 
SPO2 Jeffrey Antolin (SPO2 Antolin) and Forensic Chemist 
Police Senior Inspector Maria Cecilia Tang (PSI Tang). The 
stipulations on SPO2 Antolin's testimony are as follows: 

1. SPO2 Antolin was a police officer assigned at the San Marcelino 
police station on July 13, 2015; 

2. SPO2 Antolin conducted an inventory at the police station of San 
Marcelino; 

3. SPO2 Antolin prepared the inventory receipt of property seized 
marked as [Exhibit] "D"; 

4. The inventory ended around 1 am., as indicated in the receipt 
marked as [Exhibit] "D-6"; 

5. SPO2 Antolin turned over the items to the PNP Crime Laboratory 
as shown by the Request for Laboratory Examination which bears 
his signature [Exhibit] "G-2"; 

6. The specimen turned over to the PNP Crime Laboratory were the 
same ones turned over by PO2 Platon; 

3 Id. at 4-5. 
4 ld.at5. 
5 Id. 
6 Records, p. 237. 
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7. The exhibits subject of the Chemistry Report marked as [Exhibit] 
"H" are the same ones turned over by the PNP Crime Laboratory to 
the Office of the Provincial Prosecutor; 

8. The specimens turned over by the PNP Crime Laboratory to the 
Office of the Provincial Prosecutor are the same as those presented 
and marked during the testimonies of the prosecution witnesses; 

9. SPO2 Antolin will be able to identify [Exhibits "A" "B" "D-1" , , , 
"D-2", "E" to "E-12" and "J". He will also be able to identify the 
Chemistry Report pertaining to the positive result of examination 
on the specimen, the Chemistry Report for the drug test of Fortaleza, 
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) coordination form 
and the PDEA pre-operation report.]7 

As for PSI Tang, the parties stipulated, viz.: 

1. The qualifications of Police Senior Inspector Maria Cecilia Tang as 
a forensic chemist of the Crime Laboratory on the date of the 
incident. 

2. That she prepared [C]hemistry [R]eport No. D-102-2015 in this 
case and will be able to identify the same. 

3. That the specimens which are subject of the said [C]hemistry 
[Report No.] D-102-2015 are the same specimens turned over by 
Police Officer Jeffrey Antolin to the Crime Laboratory for the 
request for drug examination. 

4. That this is the same specimen subject of the chemistry report and 
request for drug examination are the same specimen subject [sic] of 
the inventory receipt prepared by Police Officer Antolin in this case. 

5. That those specimens contain intact the same markings reflected in 
the receipt of property seized by the prosecution arresting officers. 

6. That those specimens subject of said chemistry report were also 
marked by Inspector Tang with her own markings. 

7. That those specimens were the same ones which were thereafter 
turned over by the Crime Laboratory to the Provincial Prosecutor's 
Office intact. 

8. That those same specimens turned over to the Provincial 
Prosecutor's Office were the same ones identified by the witnesses 
during the hearing of [the trial court]. 

9. That Officer Tang also prepared a Chemistry Report No. DT-203-
2015 for the drug testing of accused Jay Fortaleza.8 

The Prosecution's Version 

P02 Lloyd Platon (P02 Platon) testified that on July 13, 
2015, around 8 o'clock in the evening, a briefing was conducted for a 
buy-bust operation on Fortaleza who was included in the Top JO Drug 
Watch List. He was tasked to buy drugs from Fortaleza, using the 
P500.00 which he marked with his initials "LPP-1."9 He had a confidential 

7 

8 

9 

Rollo, pp. 8-9. 
Records, p. 237. 
TSN dated August 26, 2016, pp. 4--8. 
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informant (CI) exchange text messages with Fortaleza who agreed to 
meet up and transact with him (PO2 Platon). 10 After coordinating with 
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA), he and POI Noel 
Isidro (POI Isidro) proceeded to Nagbunga, San Marcelino, Zambales for 
the buy-bust operation. 11 The other members of the buy-bust team were 
positioned strategically at a street comer. 12 

He was familiar with Fortaleza because the latter was well-known 
around the local cockpit arena, and usually sold drugs in Nagbunga, San 

Marcelino, Zambales. 13 Thus, when Fortaleza alighted from a tricycle at 
the nearby waiting shed, he recognized him. The CI was no longer with 
him then. 14 He approached Fortaleza who said "Alam ko na aka ang 
hinihintay mo."15 Subsequently, Fortaleza asked him how much he was 
buying, and he replied P500.00 worth. Fortaleza took a clear plastic sachet 
containing a crystalline substance from his pocket and gave it to him. In 
exchange, he handed Fortaleza the marked money. 

Then, he slid the clear plastic sachet into his left pocket, but did not 
let go of Fortaleza's hand.16 The latter struggled to free himself. Meantime, 
the other police officers rushed in and arrested Fortaleza. After informing 
Fortaleza of his Constitutional rights, he frisked him and recovered the 
buy-bust money, another clear plastic sachet containing white crystalline 
substance, and a cellphone.17 He secured these items in his right pocket.18 

Thereafter, he and the other police officers brought Fortaleza to the 
San Marcelino Police Station.19 There, he marked the clear plastic sachet 
with crystalline substance he purchased from Fortaleza as "LPP-B" and 
the other sachet he recovered as "LPP-2."20 He turned over the items to 
investigator SPO2 Antolin who also marked the items as "NA-1" and 
"NA-2" respectively. The seized items were photographed and inventoried 
before representatives from the barangay, the media, and the Department of 
Justice.21 

POI Isidro testified that on July 13, 2015, around 8 o'clock in 
the evening, he was briefed at San Marcelino Police Station regarding a 
buy-bust operation. He was assigned as PO2 Platon's back-up and 

10 Rollo, p. 6. 
11 Id. 
12 CA rollo, p. 66. 
13 Rollo, p. 6. 
14 CA rollo, p. 66. 
15 Records, p. 268. 
16 CA rollo, p. 66. 
17 Rollo, p. 6. 
18 ld.at6-7. 
19 Id.at?. 
zo Id. 
z1 Id. 
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instructed to remove his helmet as a signal to the other police officers that 
the transaction had been consummated. 22 

He and PO2 Platon went to Barangay Nagbunga, San Marcelino, 
Zambales where they waited for Fortaleza. He was on board the 
motorcycle that brought them to the place, while PO2 Platon stood beside 
him. 23 He confirmed that a police asset was utilized to make sure that 
Fortaleza would meet them at the designated time and place.24 

He knew it was Fortaleza who alighted from a tricycle because 
PO2 Platon immediately approached the person. He moved closer to them, 
around two (2) arm-lengths away. Although he was unable to hear the 
conversation between Fortaleza and PO2 Platon, he saw PO2 Platon hand 
a P500.00 bill to Fortaleza.25 In tum, Fortaleza gave PO2 Platon a plastic 
sachet. When PO2 Platon slid the plastic sachet into his pocket, he executed 
the pre-arranged signal by removing his helmet. 

When they introduced themselves as police officers to Fortaleza, the 
latter wrestled with PO2 Platon. He assisted PO2 Platon and together, they 
arrested Fortaleza and informed him of his constitutional rights. Afterwards, 
they brought him to the San Marcelino Police Station where the seized items 
were photographed and inventoried. The seized items were inventoried hours 
later because they waited for the witnesses to arrive.26 

The Defense's Version 

On November 22, 2017, Fortaleza waived his right to present 
evidence.27 

Ruling of the Trial Court 

By Decision28 dated November 28, 2017, the trial court found Fortaleza 
guilty of violations of Sections 5 and 11, Article II ofRA 9165, viz.: 

WHEREFORE, judgment is rendered as follows: 

22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Id. 
25 Id. at 7---K 
26 Id. at 8. 

1. In Criminal Case No. 448-2015, the Court finds Jay 
Fortaleza y Ladringan GUILTY beyond reasonable 

27 Id. at 10, CA rollo, p. 69. 
28 Penned by Judge Raymond C. Viray, records, pp. 267-275. 
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doubt of Violation of Section 5, R.A. 9165 and hereby 
sentences him to suffer the penalty of life imprisonment 
and to pay a fine of P500,000.00 plus costs without 
subsidiary imprisonment in case of insolvency; 

2. In Criminal Case No. 449-2015, the Court finds Jay 
Fortaleza y Ladringan GUILTY beyond reasonable 
doubt of Violation of Section 11, R.A. 9165 and 
sentences him to suffer the penalty of imprisonment 
from twelve (12) years and one (1) day to fourteen 
(14) years and eight (8) months and to pay a 
fine of P300,000.00 plus cost[sj without subsidiary 
imprisonment in case of insolvency. 

G.R. No. 255058 
April 20, 2022 

The two shabu sachets are ordered confiscated in favor of the 
government and to be disposed of in accordance with law. 

SO DECIDED.29 [Emphases in the original] 

Proceedings Before the Court of Appeals 

On appeal, Fortaleza faulted the trial court for rendering a verdict of 
conviction despite the following alleged deficiencies, viz.:30 

First. The Informations were not signed by the Provincial 
Prosecutor as mandated, in violation of Section 4(3) of Rule 112 of the 
Rules of Court. They were only approved by Assistant Provincial Prosecutor 
Joy P. Bayona after being purportedly authorized by the provincial 
prosecutor. Copy of the authorization, however, was never presented 
before the trial court. 31 

Second. The identity of the buyer of illegal drugs was doubtful. 
Although P02 Platon attested that he was the designated poseur-buyer, the 
rest of his testimony bore that the buyer was actually the CI. Too, his 
testimony reveals that the agreement for the sale of shabu was actually 
concluded between Fortaleza and the CI. Further, it was unclear whether 
the CI really introduced P02 Platon as the buyer of shabu.32 

Finally. The chain of custody rule was repeatedly violated. The 
seized drugs were not immediately marked upon their confiscation, 
thereby compromising their identity and integrity. The stipulation on the 
testimony of PSI Tang was also insufficient as it did not cover how the 
seized items were managed, stored, and preserved after the qualitative 
examination. 33 

29 Id. at 275. 
30 Appellant's Brief dated January 23, 2019, CA rollo, pp. 36---{i3. 
31 Id. at 44--47. 
32 Id. at 47-54. 
33 Id. at 54---{i0. 
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The Office of the Solicitor General (OSG) defended the verdict of 
conviction.34 It argued that all the elements of illegal sale and illegal 
possession of dangerous drugs were adequately established, and that the 
integrity and evidentiary value of the seized drugs were preserved because 
of the police officers' compliance with the chain of custody rule. 

Ruling of the Court of Appeals 

By Decision35 dated September 26, 2019, the Court of Appeals affirmed. 

The Present Petition 

Fortaleza now seeks to reverse the verdict of conviction rendered 
by the trial court and the Court of Appeals against hinI for violation of 
Sections 5 and 11 of RA 9165 (illegal sale of 0.098 gram and illegal 
possession of 0.115 gram of shabu). 

Under Resolution36 dated March 3, 2021, the Court directed the 
parties to file their supplemental briefs. The OSG manifested that it is 
adopting its Brief for the Plaintiff-Appellee37 before the Court of Appeals 
as its supplemental brief.38 As for appellant, he is deemed to have adopted 
his brief in the Court of Appeals as his supplemental appeal brief here. 

Our Ruling 

In drug related cases, the State bears the burden not only of 
proving the elements of the offense but also the corpus delicti, i.e., the 
seized drugs, itself.39 Thus, the prosecution must establish that the identity 
and integrity of the dangerous drug were duly preserved in order to 
sustain a verdict of conviction.40 It must prove that the dangerous drug 
seized from Fortaleza is indeed the substance offered in court with the 
same unshakeable accuracy as that required to sustain a finding of guilt. 

Here, Fortaleza was charged with illegal possession of dangerous 
drugs allegedly committed on July 13, 2015. The governing law is 

34 Appellee's Brief dated June 4, 2019, id. at 104-145. 
35 Rollo, pp. 4-22. 
36 lei at 29-30. 
37 CArollo, pp. 104-145. 
38 Rollo, pp. 32-33. 
39 See People v. Ca/ates, 829 Phil. 262,269 (2018) [Per J. Bersamin, Third Division]. 
4° Calahi v. People, 820 Phil. 886, 894 (2017) [Per J. Martires, Third Division], citing People v. Casacop, 

778 Phil. 369, 376 (2016) [Per J. Perez, First Division] and Zafra v. People, 686 Phil. 1095, 1105-1106 
(2012) [Per J. Perez, Second Division]. 
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RA 9165, as amended by RA 10640,41 which took effect on August 7, 
2014. 

Section 21 of RA 9165, as amended, prescribes the standard m 
preserving the corpus delicti in illegal drug cases, viz.: 

SEC. 21. Custody and Disposition of Corifiscated, Seized, and/or 
Surrendered Dangerous Drugs, Plant Sources of Dangerous Drugs, 
Controlled Precursors and Essential Chemicals, Instruments/ 
Paraphernalia and/or Laboratory Equipment. - The PDEA shall 
take charge and have custody of all dangerous drugs, plant sources of 
dangerous drugs, controlled precursors and essential chemicals, as well as 
instruments/paraphernalia and/or laboratory equipment so confiscated, 
seized and/or surrendered, for proper disposition in the following manner: 

(1) The apprehending team having initial custody and 
control of the dangerous drugs, controlled precursors and 
essential chemicals, instruments/paraphernalia and/or 
laboratory equipment shall, immediately after sei=e and 
confiscation, conduct a physical inventory of the seized 
items and photograph the same in the presence of the 
accused or the persons from whom such items were 
confiscated and/ or seized, or his/her representative or 
counsel, with an elected public official and a representative 
of the National Prosecution Service or the media who shall 
be required to sign the copies of the inventory and be given 
a copy thereof: Provided, That the physical inventory and 
photograph shall be conducted at the place where the search 
warrant is served; or at the nearest police station or at the 
nearest office of the apprehending officer/team, whichever 
is practicable, in case of warrantless sei=es: Provided, 
finally, That noncompliance of these requirements under 
justifiable grounds, as long as the integrity and the 
evidentiary value of the seized items are properly preserved 
by the apprehending officer/team, shall not render void and 
invalid such seizures and custody over said items. 

_ The drug itself constitutes the corpus delicti of the offense. The 
prosecution is tasked to establish that the substance illegally possessed by the 
accused is the same substance presented in court.42 

To ensure the integrity of the seized drug item, the prosecution 
must account for each link in its chain of custody: first, the seizure and 
marking of the illegal drug recovered from the accused by the apprehending 
officer; second, the turnover of the illegal drug seized by the apprehending 
officer to the investigating officer; third, the turnover by the investigating 
officer of the illegal drug to the forensic chemist for laboratory examination; 

41 An Act to Further Strengthen the Anti-Drug Campaign Of The Govennnent, Amending For The 
Purpose Section 21 Of Republic Act No. 9165, Otherwise Known As The "Comprehensive Dangerous 
Drugs Act Of 2002." 

42 People v. Barte, 806 Phil. 533,542 (2017) [Per J. Bersamin, Third Division]. 

- over-
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and fourth, the turnover and submission of the marked illegal drug seized by 
the forensic chemist to the court.43 

Here, the first and fourth links were breached. 

For one. Although PO2 Platon affixed the markings "LLP-B" and 
"LLP-2" to the seized drugs,44 he did so belatedly at the San Marcelino 
Police Station45 since Fortaleza "initially resisted arrest and even wrestled 
with PO2 Platon when the latter apprehended him."46 

We are not convinced. As borne by the records, PO2 Platon and 
POI Isidro were accompanied by at least two (2) other police officers 
(i.e., Police Officers Castillo & Ferrer) during the buy-bust operation.47 

Certainly, Fortaleza could not have singlehandedly overpowered them as to 
render the marking of the seized drugs at the target area impracticable.48 

In People v. Dahil,49 the Court explained that the marking of evidence 
serves to separate the marked evidence from the corpus of all other similar 
or related evidence from the time they are seized from the accused 
until they are disposed of at the end of the criminal proceedings, thus, 
preventing switching, planting, or contamination of evidence. To obviate 
the possibility of tampering or switching, marking must be done at the place of 
arrest50 unless justifiable reasons render marking thereat impracticable.51 

As shown, this is not the case here. 

Too, PO2 Platon kept the seized drugs in his pockets without an 
account of the safekeeping measures he employed to preserve the integrity 
and evidentiary value of the seized drugs. In People v. Dela Cruz,52 the 
Court condemned a police officer's act of keeping seized drugs in his 
pockets. Common sense dictates that such an act is fraught with dangers, 
reckless, if not dubious, and a doubtful and suspicious way of ensuring the 
integrity of the items. 53 

The segregation of unmarked seized drugs-i.e., keeping of the 
plastic sachet bought from Fortaleza in PO2 Platon's left pocket and the 
other sachet recovered from Fortaleza's person in his right pocket-is 
highly irregular and must be rejected54 for no one would know what other 

43 People v. Dahil, 750 Phil. 212,231 (2015) [Per J. Mendom, Second Division]. 
44 Rollo, p. 7. 
45 Id.; TSN dated August 26, 2015, pp. 14-15. 
'° CA rollo, p. 139. 
47 Id. at 67--{i8; records, pp. 8-9. 
48 People v. Castillo, G.R. No. 242520, November 15, 2021 [Per J. Hernando, Second Division]. 
49 Supra note 4 3. 
50 People v. Baculi, G.R. No. 249645, December 9, 2020 (Notice). 
51 Peoplev. Chan, G.R. No. 247978, December I, 2021 (Notice). 
52 744 Phil. 816 (2014) [Per J. Leanen, Second Division]. 
53 Id. at 834. 
54 Id. 
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items were in his pockets before the seized drugs were placed therein. 
Consequently, no one could guarantee that the drugs he retrieved therefrom 
were the ones he seized from Fortaleza. 55 

Further, the seized drugs remained with PO2 Platon for an appreciable 
amount of time from the moment of seizure until their turn over to SPO2 
Antolin. As early as around 9:15 in the evening, the seized drugs were 
already in PO2 Platon's possession.56 It was only when the witnesses 
arrived around 11 o'clock in the evening that the seized drugs were marked.57 

Hence, for almost two (2) hours, the corpus delicti remained in his pockets 
and unaccounted for. 

In all, the unjustified delay in the marking of the seized drugs renders 
doubtful the identity and integrity of the corpus delicti. 

For another. While the testimony of forensic chemist PSI Tang was 
stipulated on, 58 the stipulation did not cover the manner of handling the 
specimens before the same came to the possession of the forensic chemist 
and after they left her possession. Without any testimony regarding the 
management, storage, and preservation of the seized drugs after their 
qualitative examination, the fourth link in the chain of custody could not 
be reasonably established.59 

Worse, it was stipulated that the seized drugs were transmitted by 
PSI Tang to the Office of the Provincial Prosecutor.60 But, the Provincial 
Prosecutor's Office (or any member thereof) is not, nor has it ever been, a 
part of the chain of custody of seized dangerous drugs. It has absolutely 
no business taking custody of dangerous drugs before they are brought 
before the court.61 

While the parties stipulated that the seized drugs turned over to the 
prosecution were the ones that were identified by the witnesses before the 
trial court,62 this does not cure the fact that an entity not recognized as 
part of the chain of custody took possession thereof. More, the records do 
not establish the safeguards observed by the unnamed person or persons 
who took custody of the seized drugs while these were with the Provincial 
Prosecutor's Office. This substantial gap in the chain further erodes the 
integrity and evidentiary value of the seized drugs. 

55 See People v. Leana, G.R. No. 246461, July 28, 2020 [Per J. Lazaro-Javier, First Division]. 
56 Records, pp. 8-11 and 18. 
57 TSN dated August 26, 2015, p. 15-16. 
58 Records, p. 237. 
59 People v. Rivera, G.R. No. 252886, March 15, 2021 [Per J. Perlas-Bernabe, Second Division]; People v. 

Ubungen, 836 Phil. 888,902 (2018) [Per J. Martires, Third Division]. 
60 Records, p. 237. 
61 People v. De Guzman, 825 Phil. 43, 60 (2018) [Per J. Del Castillo, First Division]. 
62 Rollo, p. 7. 
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Hence, the first link was already breached early on and the same 
was no longer remediable. As it was though, a further breach was committed 

when the prosecution failed to show how the integrity and evidentiary 
value of the seized drugs was preserved from the time the seized drugs were 
turned over from the PNP Crime Laboratory until they were brought to 
the trial court. Nor was it explained why the seized items got into the 
hands of the Office of the Provincial Prosecutor, albeit it was and never has 
been a part of the chain of custody. 

Although the miniscule amount of narcotics seized is by itself not 
a ground for acquittal, this circumstance underscores the need for strict 
compliance with Section 21.63 In Mallillin v. People,64 the Court ordained 
that "the likelihood of tampering, loss, or mistake with respect to an 
exhibit is greatest when the exhibit is small and is one that has physical 
characteristics fungible in nature and similar in form to substances familiar 
to people in their daily lives." 

Here, the total amount of drugs seized is miniscule. Fortaleza was 
charged with illegal sale of 0.098 gram and illegal possession of 0.115 
gram of shabu. In People v. Dela Cruz,65 we ruled that 0.1405 gram of 
shabu was "so miniscule" that it lent itself to suspicion. Consequently, 
courts are enjoined to employ heightened scrutiny consistent with the 
requirement of proof beyond reasonable doubt.66 

The Court acknowledges that strict compliance with chain of 
custody procedures may not always be possible.67 In this regard, Section 
21 of RA 9165, as amended, provides a saving clause, viz.: 

SECTION 21. x x x That noncompliance of these requirements 
under justifiable grounds, as long as the integrity and the evidentiary 
value of the seized items are properly preserved by the apprehending 
officer/team, shall not render void and invalid such seizures and custody 
over said items. 

To avail of the clause, the prosecution must first acknowledge the 
procedural lapses committed, and provide justifiable explanations for 
such lapses. 68 Here, the prosecution failed to satisfy these requirements. 
Verily, non compliance with the chain of custody rule cannot be sanctioned. 

63 People v. De Guzman, supra note 61, at 54--56. 
64 576 Phil. 576, 588 (2008) [Per J. Tinga, Second Division]. 
65 Supra note 52. 
66 Id. at 835-836. 
67 People v. Magabilin, G.R. No. 252387, September 13, 2021 (Notice). 
68 See People v. Sarabia, G.R. No. 243190, August 28, 2019 [Per J. Caguioa, Second Division] citing 

People v. Alagarme, 754 Phil. 449,461 (2015) [Per J. Bersamin, First Division]. 
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All told, Fortaleza must be acquitted as a matter of right. 

WHEREFORE, the appeal is GRANTED. The Decision dated 
September 26, 2019 of the Court of Appeals in CA-G.R. CR-HC No. 11251,69 

is REVERSED and SET ASIDE. 

JAY FORTALEZA y LADRINGAN is ACQUITTED in Criminal 
Case Nos. 448-2015 and 449-2015. The Director General of the Bureau of 
Corrections, Muntinlupa City is ORDERED to: (a) immediately release 
him from custody unless he is being held for some other lawful cause; and 
(b) submit his report on the action taken within five (5) days from notice. 
Copies shall also be furnished to the Police General of the Philippine National 
Police and the Director General of the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency 
for their information. 

Let entry of judgment immediately issue. 

SO ORDERED." 

Special & Appealed Cases Service 
PUBLIC ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
DOJ Agencies Building 
East Avenue cor. NIA Road 
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69 Rollo, pp. 4-22. 
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PHILIPPINE DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY 
PDEA Bldg., NIA Northside Road 
National Goverrunent Center 
Brgy. Pinyahan, Quezon City 

The Chainnan 
DANGEROUS DRUGS BOARD 
3,d Floor DDB-PDEA Bldg., 
NIA N orthside Road 
National Goverrunent Center 
Brgy. Pinyahan, Quezon City 

PHILIPPINE JUDICIAL ACADEMY 
Research Publications and Linkages Office 
Supreme Court, Manila 
[ research _philja@yahoo.com] 
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Supreme Court, Manila 
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LIBRARY SERVICES 
Supreme Court, Manila 

Judgment Division 
JUDICIAL RECORDS OFFICE 
Supreme Court, Manila 
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